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Integrable deformations of the AdS5×S5 superstring

Takashi Kameyama

In this thesis, we study a q-deformation of type IIB superstring on the AdS5×S5 back-

ground by employing Yang-Baxter sigma models. In this approach, an integrable deformation

is characterized by classical r-matrix satisfying the modified classical Yang-Baxter equation.

We consider the classical integrable structure of the deformed string action and discuss a

holographic relation in the q-deformed case.

Integrable deformations of the AdS/CFT

The AdS/CFT correspondence is one of the most profound structures in string theory. A

prototypical example is the conjectured equivalence between type IIB string theory on the

AdS5×S5 background (often called the AdS5×S5 superstring) and 4D N = 4 SU(N) super

Yang-Mills theory in the large N limit. In the recent, an integrable structure underlying the

AdS/CFT has been discovered. The integrability enables us to test the conjectured relations

even in non-BPS sectors and then an enormous amount of support for this duality has been

obtained.

As a next step, it would be intriguing to study integrable deformations of the AdS/CFT in

order to reveal a deeper integrable structure behind gauge/gravity dualities without relying

on the conformal invariance. On the string-theory side, a good way to consider integrable

deformations is to employ the Yang-Baxter sigma model approach. This is a systematic way

to consider integrable deformations of two dimensional non-linear sigma models. According

to this approach, an integrable deformation is fixed by picking up a skew-symmetric classical

r-matrix satisfying the modified classical Yang-Baxter equation (mCYBE). The deformed

action is classically integrable in the sense that Lax pairs exist.

q-deformations of the AdS5×S5 superstring

We begin with a review on a q-deformation of the AdS5×S5 superstring based on the mCYBE.

In particular, we derive explicit expressions of a Lax pair for string theory on the q-deformed

AdS5×S5 . Then it is shown that a certain scaling limit of the Lax pair for the q-deformed

background corresponds to the one for gravity duals of noncommutative (NC) gauge theories.
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Next, we consider a fast-moving string limit of the string action on the q-deformed

AdS5×S5 and investigate the classical integrable structure. The resulting system is non-

relativistic and there is no ambiguity in studying the classical integrable structure because

non-ultra local terms do not appear in computing the Poisson algebra in comparison to the

relativistic case. In particular, we consider the deformed AdS3× S1 subspace and show that

the string action is reduced to an anisotropic Landau-Lifshitz sigma model (LLSM), which

corresponds to a continuum limit of the q-deformed sl(2) spin chain.

Then we investigate the classical integrable structure of the LLSM from the viewpoint

of infinite-dimensional symmetries. Due to the deformation, the original SL(2) symmetry is

broken to U(1) , and the U(1) is enhanced to q-deformed sl(2) with non-local symmetries.

Then the q-deformed sl(2) is enhanced to a classical analogue of a quantum affine algebra. In

addition, we discuss a relation between the q-deformed AdS5×S5 and a Jordanian deformed

AdS5×S5 . The former is associated with a r-matrix of Drinfeld-Jimbo type, while the latter

is related to a Jordanian twist of the r-matrix of Drinfeld-Jimbo type. We show that the

Jordanian twist at the r-matrix level corresponds to a pp-wave like limit at the geometry

level. It is also shown that a LLSM obtained from the Jordanian deformed AdS5×S5 exhibits

a couple of Yangians through non-local gauge transformations associated with Jordanian

twists.

An interesting issue in the study of the q-deformed AdS5×S5 is to argue a holographic

relation in the q-deformed background. To seek for a possible holographic setup for the

q-deformed geometry, we discuss the nature of a singularity surface in the deformed AdS5

by investigating GKP-like string solutions and trajectories of massless and massive particles.

Then it is shown that the classical string solutions cannot be stretched beyond the singularity

surface, and the property of the causal structure near the singularity surface is essentially the

same as the conformal boundary of the usual global AdS5 . These results suggest that the

singularity surface may be treated as a boundary in the holographic setup for the q-deformed

geometry.

By employing a coordinate system which describes the spacetime enclosed by the singu-

larity surface, we study minimal surfaces in the q-deformed background. In particular, we

construct minimal surface solutions whose boundary shapes are a straight line and a circle,

which are reduced to a 1/2 BPS straight line Wilson loop and a 1/2 BPS circular Wilson loop

in the undeformed limit. As a result, the classical Euclidean action has no linear divergent
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terms unlike the undeformed one. This finiteness indicates that the q-deformation may be

regarded as a UV regularization.

The most intriguing issue for the the q-deformed AdS5×S5 superstring is to unveil the

gauge-theory dual. To seek for some clues of the corresponding gauge theory, it would

be significant to compute a quark-antiquark potential for the q-deformed case. For this

purpose, we consider minimal surfaces with a cusp, which is composed of two semi-infinite

lines with an arbitrary angle on a boundary surface specified in the deformed AdS5 . By

taking an antiparallel-lines limit of the cusped configuration, a quark-antiquark potential

for the q-deformed case is obtained with a certain subtraction scheme. The UV geometry is

modified due to the q-deformation, hence the short distance behavior is modified from the

Coulomb potential, while the potential should recover of Coulomb type at large distances.

In fact, the resulting potential becomes linear at short distances with the finite deformation

parameter. In a special scaling limit, this potential can reproduce the linear behavior of a

quark-antiquark potential obtained from gravity duals for NC gauge theories.

Furthermore, by applying the Yang-Baxter sigma model description, we derive Lax pairs

for string theories on deformed backgrounds such as gravity duals for NC gauge theories.

In particular, a concise derivation of Lax pairs based on simple replacement rules has been

obtained. Then the deformation can be reinterpreted as a twisted periodic boundary condi-

tions with the undeformed background by using the replacement rules. This simple derivation

would be quite useful to check the direct computation of Lax pairs based on Yang-Baxter

deformations.
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